LECTIO DVINA
Learn and practice an effective (and ancient!) prayer practice that
offers another way to approach the Bible so that participants can come to God’s
Word more willingly—and more fruitfully.

Review the entire lesson plan in advance so you are prepared to lead and
discuss comfortably. Adjust the suggested time allotments as necessary.
Time

Section

Session

10 minutes

CONNECT

Open with an icebreaker game of Hangman.

65 minutes

DISCUSS

Read and discuss Hebrews 4:12, learn about
lectio divina, and walk through a meditation.

10 minutes

COMMIT

Practice lectio divina independently and
discuss the experience. Close in prayer.

➾ Whiteboard and markers
➾ Bibles
➾ Snacks
➾ Pens or pencils
➾ Participant Sheets
➾ Slips of paper in a cup or bowl
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• This session is about mentoring participants in prayer through a specific prayer
exercise, lectio divina, and if you are unfamiliar with this exercise and don’t do it yourself,
it will be difficult to teach. Pray through Matthew 6:7-14 and familiarize yourself with the
steps of lectio divina. Practice throughout the week, and ask your pastor for support if
you are struggling with the exercise.
• Write out slips for Hangman in advance, and put them in a cup or bowl. Use various
phrases, people, or places from the Bible, such as: Samuel, Song of Songs, Samaritan,
Corinth, Promised Land, Judah, Ninevah, Gethsemane, Deuteronomy, Ecclesiastes,
Patmos, Shroud of Turin, Hill of Golgatha.

Discipleship is about more than discussing the faith and participating in a small group.
Discipleship requires learning from the example of a rabbi—in this case, participants
learn from your daily example. It is healthy for your group members to do regular,
everyday activities together because they will learn from your example and the example
of their peers. As they grow in fellowship and deeper friendship through these activities,
they will grow as disciples.

ACTIVITY
Start the session with the game of Hangman. It’s a simple and classic game. Choose
one person to be the executioner—this person gets to write on the whiteboard.
SAY: We’re going to play a few rounds of the classic word game Hangman to help get
our brains ready to think carefully about words.
One person (the executioner) will choose a slip of paper with the word or phrase and
mark out blanks for each letter. For phrases, separate words with a slash or a fairly
wide gap, or place words on separate lines. If a person guesses a letter correctly, the
executioner will write the letters in all of the appropriate spaces. If the letter isn’t in the
word or phrase, the executioner will write that letter at the top of the board and then
add a body part such as a head, body, an arm, or a leg to the gallows. The players will
continue guessing letters until they can solve the word or phrase, or until all six body
parts are on the gallows. The person who guesses correctly is the next executioner.
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Allow time to play at least several rounds of the game. If you have more than 6 or 8
people in your group, consider forming several smaller groups so more people can be
actively involved at the same time.

SAY: It can be hard to understand the meaning of what someone else is trying to say to
us when we have to guess. The game of Hangman is kind of like that…we’re guessing
someone’s “secret message.” Sometimes praying with Scripture can feel the same way:
We randomly guess the meaning of God’s Word and try to figure out what He’s saying.
Today, we’re going to look at a method of reading Scripture that can help us really listen
to God’s Word, rather than rushing to figure it all out ourselves.

SAY: Let’s begin in prayer.
PRAY: God our Father, we pray that You open Your Word to us and teach us to listen.
Speak to us through Your Divine Reading, and help us to learn to find You in the
Sacred Scriptures. We ask this through the intercession of Mary our Mother as we pray,
Hail Mary…
OR
Ask for a volunteer in the group to open the meeting with a prayer.

You can read this Scripture passage (Hebrews 4:12) aloud as a leader, ask for a
volunteer to read it, or have the group read it aloud together. Choose an option that
works best with your group’s dynamic.
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“For the Word of God is living and active, sharper than any two-edged sword,
piercing to the division of soul and spirit, of joints and marrow, and discerning the
thoughts and intentions of the heart.”
								
—Hebrews 4:12

Take a minute and turn to a partner to answer this question:
• Why does this verse describe God’s Word as a powerful weapon, and how
have you witnessed that weapon used in your life?
SAY: Many today view the Bible as outdated, dull, and outright boring. However,

that couldn’t be further from the truth. The Church teaches us that the Scriptures
are the very words of God, “written down under the inspiration of the Holy
Spirit” (DV 11; CCC 105). For this reason, we believe the Scriptures are still
“living and active” (Hebrews 4:12) and very pertinent to our lives today.
So, how do we make the words in the Scriptures come alive in our lives? First,
we need to realize this isn’t just another book. Our goal should not be to skim
through it or approach it like a textbook; our goal should be to read it with an
open heart and let its words speak to us and penetrate our hearts.
Check out Jeremiah, for example. Jeremiah was a prophet—a young man who
God called to preach repentance to His chosen people. Throughout his story,
Jeremiah is reluctant to do what God asks, but he demonstrates that he always
follows God’s words and command.
Read aloud Jeremiah 15:16.
“Thy words were found, and I ate them, and thy words became to
me a joy and the delight of my heart; for I am called by thy name,
O Lord, God of hosts”.
								—Jeremiah 15:16
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ASK: What stands out for you in that passage?

Read the verse again, and then allow a few minutes for responses.
SAY: Jeremiah talks here about finding God’s Words and eating them (some

translations read “devour them”) and, in doing so, they become his joy and
delight. The same can be true for us if we can take in God’s Word in the same
manner. So when we approach Scripture, it is not strictly for content; it’s also to
let it enter into our hearts via prayer.
One way of praying with Scripture is through a technique called lectio divina,
which literally means “divine reading.” This technique is one of the Church’s
earliest methods of praying with God’s Word. Typically, this approach to prayer is
broken down into four steps: lectio, meditatio, oratio, and contemplatio.
Direct everyone’s attention to the Participant Sheets. Ask them to follow along as
you explain the four steps of lectio divina.
Lectio means “reading.” This first stage is where you simply pick out a verse or
passage to pray. It is a slow, repetitious reading that allows you to really enter
into the text. Read a text or passage slowly, three times. When a particular
passage or word strikes you, pause to consider it more fully. It is usually best
for beginners to start with the Gospels or the Psalms for this, but any passage
will do.
Next comes meditatio. You can probably guess this means “meditation.”
Meditation may sound daunting, but it simply means making the effort to
understand the passage and apply it to one’s life. Stop and take the word or
phrase that popped out at you and meditate with it for a while. Here, you can
allow your imagination to come into play. Place yourself in the passage if you
can, or try to relate the passage to your daily life. Don’t stress or use much effort
here if nothing comes to you. Simply allow the words to penetrate you where you
are and be free to follow where God leads you.
Oratio is translated as “prayer.” Isn’t this all prayer? Yes, it is, but this is where
you discuss the passage with God. Let the conversation be natural. Let it go
where it will: thankfulness, forgiveness, petition. This time is between you
and God.
Lastly, we come to contemplatio or “contemplation” This is where you just sit
in the presence of God and His Word. The Catechism says contemplation is
a “gaze” (CCC 2715). Here you simply allow God to gaze at you and you
gaze back.
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Every time we approach God’s Word, we receive grace; but sometimes it may
seem like nothing really happened. Nothing stands out; nothing comes to you
in a prayerful moment. Don’t get frustrated. It’s okay. Don’t give up on it. Keep
going. Trust that God is working, even if it is hidden to you.
If you don’t follow these steps exactly, don’t stress. Remember, the goal is not to
honor this method but to seek and encounter God. As long as your prayer time
helped better your relationship with God and His Word, it worked!
Now let’s practice and pray through lectio divina together.
Ask participants to open up their Bibles to Matthew 6:7-14. They should have
their Participant Sheets in front of them so they can follow along with the four
steps. Ask someone to read the passage aloud, and have the others close
their eyes and listen. The first read-through is just to familiarize everyone with
the passage.
“In praying do not heap up empty phrases as the Gentiles do; for
they think that they will be heard for their many words. Do not be
like them, for your Father knows what you need before you ask Him.
Pray then like this:
Our Father who art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name. Thy kingdom
come. Thy will be done, on earth as it is in heaven. Give us this day
our daily bread; and forgive us our debts, as we also have forgiven
our debtors; and lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil.
For if you forgive men their trespasses, your heavenly Father also will
forgive you.”
								 —Matthew 6:7-14

SAY: Now let’s read the passage a second time. This time, pick out a word or a

phrase that sticks out to you.
Ask a different person to read the passage. This time the passage should be read
even slower than the first time.
I’d like to hear about what you just experienced: What was the word or phrase
that stuck out to you?
Encourage (but don’t require) responses from everyone.
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SAY: Now let’s read through the passage a third time. This time, when you get

to a word or phrase that sticks out to you, pause and meditate on it, have a
conversation with God, and simply be in His presence. Ask God what He wants
you to know or understand in this word or phrase.
Have group members read through the passage on their own. Give them five
minutes of meditation, and then ask for their feedback.

Now we’re going to take some time for private lectio divina. Find a quiet place. Take
your Bible and look up one of the passages on your Participant Sheet. Work through
the four steps of lectio divina on your own.
Allow 10 to 15 minutes for individual practice of lectio divina.
After the prayer time, bring everyone back together and ask the following questions for
processing the prayer exercise:
• What word, phrase, or image stood out to you from the passage? Was it different
from what you thought it would be?
• Were you able to place yourself in the scene? If so, what did it look like?
• What do you think you can take from this prayer time that will help you grow in
holiness this week?
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SAY: I hope the practice of lectio divina will help you in your prayer time and that it will
be a powerful tool for you to grow in your faith. Look to your Participant Sheets for
ideas to use throughout the week.
As we close today, let’s ask God to continue to speak to us through His Word.
PRAY:
Father, you have given us Your Holy Word for our learning;
Help us to hear, discover, and digest what You want us to take away from our time of
meditating and praying the Scriptures.
Equip us with the gift of Your Holy Word and may it bring us closer to You and cause us
to fall more in love with You each day.
In Christ’s Holy Name. Amen.
OR
At the end of the meeting, ask for a volunteer to close the evening in prayer.
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LECTIO DEVINA
PARTICIPANT SHEET

“For the Word of God is living and active, sharper than any twoedged sword, piercing to the division of soul and spirit, of joints
and marrow, and discerning the thoughts and intentions of
the heart.” 										
								
—Hebrews 4:12

This session is designed to help you discover how you can grow in your faith by
reading and meditating on the Scriptures through a technique called lectio divina.
Here are the four steps of lectio divina:
LECTIO means “reading.” This first stage is where you simply pick out a verse
or passage to pray. It is a slow, repetitious reading that allows you to really enter
into the text. Read a text or passage slowly, three times.
MEDITATIO means “meditation.” Stop and take a word or phrase that popped
out at you and meditate with it for a while. Here you can allow your imagination
to come into play. Place yourself in the passage if you can, or try to relate the
passage to your daily life. Don’t stress or use much effort here if nothing comes
to you. Simply allow the words to penetrate you where you are and be free to
follow where God leads you.
ORATIO means “prayer.” This is where you discuss the passage with God. Let
the conversation be natural. Let it go where it will: thankfulness, forgiveness,
petition. This time is between you and God.
CONTEMPLATIO means “contemplation.” This is where you just sit in the
presence of God and his Word. The Catechism says contemplation is a “gaze”
(CCC 2715). Here you simply allow God to gaze at you and you gaze back.
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Take some time to pray with the four steps of lectio divina. Here is a selection of
Scripture passages to get you started. Pick one of the passages, and sit down
for some quiet reflection on the Scripture passage.
Romans 12:9-12
Matthew 5:13-16
1 John 4:7-11
Mark 4:35-41
John 10:1-10
Psalm 23
Answer the following questions for processing the prayer exercise:
• What word, phrase, or image stood out to you from the passage? Was it
different from what you thought it would be?

• Were you able to place yourself in the scene? If so, what did it look like?

• What do you think you can take from this prayer time that will help you
grow in holiness this week?
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Just as with any talent or hobby, practice makes perfect. Lectio divina is one of the
oldest prayer exercises in the Church. It has spiritually fed Catholics for centuries.
Put some time aside every day this week to practice lectio divina.
Use the Scripture passages above to get you started. After you have completed the
above passages, you can turn to the Gospels or the Psalms to find more inspiration.
Now that you’ve gained insight into how to read and pray the Scriptures, try these
ideas as you continue the practice of lectio divina:
• Journal Your Reflections: When you do lectio divina, write down the Scripture passages in your
personal journal, along with words or phrases that jump out at you during meditation. Also write down
any inspiration that you get while you reflect on the passages. Journaling about these Scriptures serves
as a log of your prayer. By doing this, you will likely begin to see a theme develop both in what calls for
your attention in the passages, as well as in your personal reflections.
• Spiritual Direction: Find a priest, nun, or holy layperson who is willing to direct and guide you
in your prayer life. Meet with that person once a month for spiritual direction, and bring your journal
with your reflections from lectio divina. Your guide will help you make sense of the common themes that
you are finding in your prayer time.
• Pair Share: Ask a friend to meet with you once a week to go over what you’re reading in Scripture and
how God is speaking in and through what you read. Consider challenging each other with the same
Scripture passages and then talk about the things you discover that are both similar and different.

“Diligently practice prayer and lectio divina. When you pray, you speak
with God; when you read [the Scriptures], God speaks to you.”
									—St. Cyprian
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LECTIO DEVINA
PARENT SHEET
Every YDisciple session has three parts: CONNECT, DISCUSS, and COMMIT. The
CONNECT section is designed to build trust, transparency, and community in the
group. The DISCUSS section introduces topics of the faith, engages critical thinking,
and facilitates valuable conversation. And the COMMIT section helps students take
ownership of their faith and put it into practice. Use this Parent Sheet to take a glimpse
at our most recent session so you can have a follow-up conversation with your teenager
about his/her experience in the small group and encourage spiritual growth.

The Word of God is not just a bunch of stories or history from a long time ago. The Word
of God is living and can speak to us today. Lectio divina is a prayer practice that teaches
us to listen to God’s voice and words to us in the words of the Scriptures. This week, the
discipleship group learned and practiced lectio divina.

Here are the steps to lectio divina:
Lectio – Read. Choose a passage from the Scriptures (the Gospels or the Psalms are
a good place to start), and read the passage through three times. Each time, read more
slowly than the previous time.
Meditatio – Meditate. Focus on a word that really sticks out. Let your imagination go to
work; place yourself in the text itself if you are so inspired.
Oratio – Pray. Talk with God about whatever is sticking out in the passage.
Contemplatio – Contemplate. Just sit in the presence of God and His Word.
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Here are some conversation starters for this week. Remember to share your
perspectives as well.
• Why is learning different methods of prayer so important?
• What are one or two things you can share about how the Scriptures spoke to
you during your prayer time this week?
• What is easy and what is difficult about praying through God’s Word and
taking time to meditate on it?

Teens were asked to commit to the practice of lectio divina every day this week. We also
provided these ideas to supplement their practice of this prayer method:
• Journal Your Reflections: When you do lectio divina, write down the Scripture
passages in your personal journal, along with words or phrases that jump out at
you during meditation. Also write down any inspiration that you get while you
reflect on the passages. Journaling about these Scriptures serves as a log of your
prayer. By doing this, you will likely begin to see a theme develop both in what
calls for your attention in the passages, as well as in your personal reflections.
• Spiritual Direction: Find a priest, nun, or holy layperson who is willing to direct
and guide you in your prayer life. Meet with that person once a month for spiritual
direction, and bring your journal with your reflections from lectio divina. Your guide
will help you make sense of the common themes that you are finding in your
prayer time.
• Pair Share: Ask a friend to meet with you once a week to go over what you’re
reading in Scripture and how God is speaking in and through what you read.
Consider challenging each other with the same Scripture passages and then talk
about the things you discover that are both similar and different.
Consider challenging each other with the same Scripture passages and then talk about
the things you discover that are both similar and different.

“Diligently practice prayer and lectio divina. When you pray, you speak with God; when
you read [the Scriptures], God speaks to you.”							
		
							
—St. Cyprian
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Just as with any talent or hobby, practice makes perfect. Lectio divina is one of the
oldest prayer exercises in the Church. It has spiritually fed Catholics for centuries.
Put some time aside every day this week to practice lectio divina. Choose 5-10
verses from the Gospels or the Psalms to meditate on. It may even be helpful to
focus on the same story or passage for the whole week!
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